Grey Bruce sub-region Integration Table
Meeting Highlights – October 5, 2017
The Grey Bruce sub-Integration Table held its monthly meeting on Thursday October 5, 2017
at the South West LHIN office in Owen Sound
Meeting Highlights














This was the first meeting of the sub- region Integration Tables (SRITs) in the South
West Local Health Integration Network (LHIN).
All 5 Tables were linked via OTN to receive greetings and foundational information to
support the work of the Tables from Mike Barrett (LHIN CEO), Dr. Cathy Faulds (Chief
Clinical Lead), and Kelly Gillis (VP Strategy, System Design and Integration).
SRITs will play an important role in identifying the need for sub-region projects/initiatives
that will address sub-region priorities. Equally important is the SRITs role in supporting
local and regional work already underway that support the SRIT and regional priorities
Recognizing that two separate organizations with different mandates have come
together to become the South West LHIN, the LHIN is redefining its mission, vision and
values to reflect the new organization’s mandate. SRIT member had the opportunity to
provide input into these statements.
Members reviewed the Guiding Principles from the Terms of Reference.
Members discussed that they are at the table to bring the view/perspective of their
sector as a whole and not just their individual organization’s view. The terms of
reference will be amended to ensure this is a clear message.
Members reviewed a consensus model for decision making that will be used at the
Table when decisions need to be make.
The Table meetings will be extended from 2 – 3 hours to align with the Terms of
Reference.
Next meeting – focus will be on priority setting for the sub-region

The next Grey Bruce sub-region Integration Table meeting will be held on
Tuesday, November 7, 2017, South West LHIN, 1415 1st Avenue West, Suite 3009, Owen
Sound,
Executive Assistant: Lisa.rigg@lhins.on.ca

